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ABSTRACT We studied the thermal behavior of membranes composed of mixtures of natural cerebrosides (from porcine brain)
and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) with and without cholesterol, using differential scanning calorim-
etry, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and confocal/multiphoton ﬂuorescence microscopy. The POPC/cerebroside
mixture display solid ordered/liquid disordered phase coexistence in a broad range of compositions and temperatures in agree-
ment with previous results reported for POPC/(bovine brain)cerebrosides. The observed phase coexistence scenario consists of
elongated, micrometer-sized cerebroside-rich solid ordered domains that span the bilayer, embedded in a POPC-rich liquid
disordered phase. The data obtained from differential scanning calorimetry and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was
in line with that obtained in the microscopy experiments for the binary mixture, except at very high cerebroside molar fractions
(0.8–0.9) were some differences are observed. Cholesterol incorporation exerts strong changes on the lateral organization of
POPC/porcine brain cerebroside membranes. At intermediate cholesterol concentrations (10–25 mol %) the solid ordered/liquid
disordered phase coexistence scenario gradually transform to a solid ordered/liquid ordered one. Above 25 mol % of cholesterol
two distinct regions with liquid ordered phase character are visualized in the membrane until a single liquid ordered phase forms
at 40 mol % cholesterol. The observed cholesterol effect largely differs from that reported for POPC/porcine brain ceramide,
reﬂecting the impact of the sphingolipids polar headgroup on the membrane lateral organization.INTRODUCTION
Cerebrosides are ceramide-based lipids that are present in the
myelin sheath of nerve tissue, skin and kidney tissue and
epithelial cells of small intestine and colon (1–5). Chemically,
they consist of a ceramide moiety with a single sugar residue
(hexose) linked at the 1-hydroxyl position of ceramide (5).
The most common classes of cerebrosides are galactosylcera-
mides (Galcer) and glucosylceramides, also including zwitter-
ionic glycosphingolipids.
Galcer are found in nervous tissue, with a higher incidence
in the white matter (6). The most predominant constituent of
white matter is the myelin sheath of the axons, which
comprise ~50% of the white matter. Myelin has an atypical
low amount of proteins (~20%) and its main lipid consti-
tuents are glycosphingolipids, primarily cerebrosides (7).
Myelination seems to be very important for nerve impulse
propagation as the velocity of nerve conduction in unmyelin-
ated axons decreases drastically. For instance, Bosio et al.
showed that mice deficient in Galcer suffer from whole
body tremor and a loss of motor activity (8,9). The Galcer
deficient mice lacked the enzyme uridine diphosphate galac-
tose/ceramide galactosyltransferase, that is responsible for
GalCer biosynthesis from ceramides. Instead of Galcer, glu-
cosylceramides (Glucer) are present to a high percentage in
the myelin membranes of these knockout mice (8,9).
Remarkably, the conduction velocity of the sciatic nerve of
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axons (8). These kinds of phenomena may be associated
with the increase in fluidity, permeability and reduced
packing observed in myelin when lack of Galcer is present
in this particular membrane (10).
Demyelination process also occurs in globoid cell leuko-
dystrophy (Krabbe disease), an inherited fatal disease. Krabbe
disease is caused by mutations in the galactocerebrosidase
(GALC) gene, which causes a deficiency of galactosylcerami-
dase (that in turn degrade Galcer and psychosines). The
buildup of unmetabolized lipids affects the growth of the
nerve’s protective myelin sheath and causes severe degenera-
tion of motor skills. In this last case the Galcer and psycho-
sines accumulate in globoid cells resulting in the death of
the oligodendroglial cells, the cells that myelinate axons
(11–14). GalCer is also known to be overexpressed on the
surface of a variety of cancer cells. The last is related with
the transcriptional repression of the GALC gene that is
responsible for degradation of GalCer to ceramides (15).
Because ceramides are reported to be apoptosis activators
and cerebrosides are reported to be apoptosis inhibitors, an
accumulation of GalCer could be responsible for exuberant
cell growth observed in cancer tissue (15). Additionally,
GalCer have been reported to be an alternative receptor for
a HIV glycoprotein (16,17).
Galcer have been studied in different model membrane
systems and show high melting phase transition temperatures
(7,18–25). The fact that the phase transition of these lipids
are well above the physiological temperature suggests that
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.03.060
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membranes at physiological temperatures (26). Cerebroside
membranes are reported to have strong interbilayer interac-
tions and may interact also laterally by hydrogen bonding
(26,27). Additionally, depending on the chain length of the
cerebroside lipids vesicular and tubular membrane morphol-
ogies were observed (26,28).
Maggio et al. (20) studied bovine brain GalCer/dipalmi-
toylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid mixture membranes
using DCS and report lipid immiscibility from 0% to
46% mol GalCer. On the other hand, experiments with
synthetic palmitoyl cerebroside mixed with DPPC showed
complete miscibility of lipids up to 23% palmitoyl-cerebro-
side membrane content; i.e., at higher cerebroside contents
a palmitoyl-cerebroside rich solid ordered phase was ob-
served (29).
The phase diagram of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine (POPC)/GalCer (from bovine brain)
mixtures was explored by Curatolo (7). This reported
POPC/GalCer phase diagram is characterized for presence
of solid ordered/liquid disordered -like phase separation
over a broad composition and temperature ranges (7).
Blanchette et al. (30) observed lateral phase separation on di-
lauroylphosphatidylcholine (DLPC)/GalCer giant unilamel-
lar vesicles (GUV) and planar lipid membranes using
epifluorescence microscopy and atomic force microscopy
(AFM). They reported that in membranes composed of
DLPC/GalCer 3:1 mol the observed phase separation scenario
is abolished by incorporating 12.5% mol of cholesterol. In
membranes composed of DLPC/Galcer 1:1 mol phase separa-
tion is no longer observed at a cholesterol concentration of
30% mol (30). In a recent publication, the same laboratory
investigated the lateral structure of model membranes
composed of phosphatidylcholine (PC) phospholipids,
GalCer, and cholesterol (24). In these mixtures the degree
of saturation of the PC lipids is changed (by using DLPC;
POPC or DOPC) (31). The authors found that by increasing
the degree of saturation of the phospholipids, micrometer-
sized lipid domains persist in the membranes at higher molar
fractions of cholesterol in the mixture (31).
In this study, the lateral behavior of porcine brain cerebro-
side containing membranes is explored using a particular
array of experimental techniques; i.e., differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spec-
troscopy, and confocal/multiphoton excitation fluorescence
microscopy. POPC, a natural occurring phospholipid is
mixed with cerebrosides in different ratios with and without
different cholesterol molar fractions. This approach permits
establishing a correlation among parameters measured in
bulk conditions (DSC, FTIR) and the microscopic scenario
observed at the level of single giant liposomes. Additionally,
taking into account our previous results on ceramide contain-
ing membranes (32) we also discuss the impact of the polar
headgroup of these two sphingolipids on the lateral structure
of different membranes containing POPC and cholesterol.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
POPC, 1-palmitoyl-(D31)-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC-
d31), porcine brain cerebrosides (pb-cerebrosides), ganglioside GM1
(Galb1-3GalNAcb1-4(NeuAca2-3)Gala1-4Glcb1-10-Cer from ovine brain),
cholesterol, and the fluorescence probe 1-palmitoyl-2-[6-[(7-nitro-2-1,
3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)amino]hexanoyl]-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (NBD-
PC) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). GM1 is used
with the aim to identify sphingolipid enriched areas (see Results). To identify
GM1 distribution on the membrane, Alexa Fluor 488 labeled cholera toxin
subunit B is used. Pb-cerebrosides is a complex mixture of galactosyl cerebro-
sides with different saturated (49%, being 24:0 and 22:0 the most abundant
saturated chain species) and unsaturated (11%, mainly 24:1) chain lengths.
Notice that 40% of the chain length components for the pb-cerebroside
mixture are not reported by the vendor company (see http://www.
avantilipids.com/Natural.asp). The probes 1,10-dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetra-
methylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiIC18), 6-dodecanoyl-2-dimethylami-
nonaphthalene (LAURDAN), and Alexa Fluor 488 labeled cholera toxin
subunit B conjugate were purchased from Invitrogen (Copenhagen,
Denmark).
Methods
Preparation of giant unilamellar vesicles
GUV were prepared using the electroformation method reported by Ange-
lova et al. (33) using a particular protocol reported elsewhere (32). Briefly,
3 mL of a 0.2 mg/mL lipid stock solution in chloroform/methanol 2:1 was
spread onto each platinum wire of an special custom built chamber (32)
and the organic solvent evaporated using a stream of N2. After this last
step, the chamber was placed under vacuum for at least 2 h to ensure lack
of organic solvent residues. Subsequently, the chamber was assembled
and the lipid films hydrated at 70C for 15 min using 0.2 M sucrose solution
in presence of an alternate electric field (amplitude ¼ 2 V, frequency ¼
10 Hz). The electric field was applied using a function generator (FG100
Vann Draper Digimess Fg 100; Stenson, Derby, UK). After this procedure
the frequency of the electric field was lowered to 1 Hz for 15 min, to detach
the vesicles from the Pt wires. Subsequently, the GUVs were cooled to room
temperature in a time span of ~5 h in an oven (J.P. Selecta, Barcelona, Spain)
using a temperature ramp (~0.2C/min). The last step was done to achieve
equilibrium conditions in our samples. Once the solution reached room
temperature, the vesicles were transferred to an iso-osmolar glucose solution
in a special chamber (200 mL of glucose þ 50 mL of the GUVs in sucrose in
each of the 8-wells of the plastic chamber used; Lab-Tek Brand Products,
Naperville, IL). The density difference between the interior and exterior of
the GUVs induces the vesicles to sink to the bottom of the chamber and
within a few minutes the vesicles are ready to be observed using an inverted
microscope.
Fluorescence microscopy experiments
An inverted confocal/two photon excitation fluorescence microscope (Zeiss-
LSM 510 META NLO; Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) was used in our exper-
iments. Four different set ups were used in our giant vesicle’s experiments.
These setups allowed us to: i), carry out combined LAURDAN and DiIC18
fluorescent images of the GUVs; ii), carry out two color experiments using
DiIC18 and Alexa 488 labeled cholera toxin; iii), measure LAURDAN inten-
sity images to compute LAURDAN generalized polarization (GP) images
(see below); and iv), to measure NBD-PC labeled GUVs. The measurements
described in the first case are important to obtain a spatial correlation
between the particular locations of the two fluorescent probes (LAURDAN
and DiIC18) in the lipid membranes. In this last case, the excitation wave-
lengths were 543 nm (for DiIC18 in one photon excitation mode) and
780 nm (for LAURDAN in two photon excitation mode). The different exci-
tation wavelengths were directed simultaneously to the sample usingBiophysical Journal 97(1) 142–154
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collected simultaneously in two different channels using bandpass filters
of 590 5 25 nm and 424 5 37 nm (for DiIC18 and LAURDAN, respec-
tively). The Ti:Sa laser used for two photon excitation mode was a MaiTai
XF-W2S (Broadband Mai Tai with 10 W Millennia pump laser, tunable
excitation range 710–980 nm; Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CA). The
objective used in all the experiments was a C-Apochromat 40 water
immersion, NA 1.2. For the second configuration two excitation sources
were used, i.e., (488 and 543 nm, respectively). Both laser lines were re-
flected to the sample using a dichroic mirror (HFST 488/543/633) and the
fluorescence signals were collected using multitrack mode (included in the
Zeiss microscope software) into two different channels using bandpass
filters of 5905 25 nm and 5155 15 nm (for DiIC18 and Alexa 488 labeled
cholera toxin, respectively). The multitrack mode is used to avoid any
leakage of fluorescence emission signal of Alexa 488 into the DiIC18 detec-
tion channel. The configuration used for NBD-PC measurements is similar
to the aforementioned one except that only the excitation at 488 nm and
the 515 5 15 nm bandpass filter (one detection channel) is used. The
GUV images included in Figs. 1, 3, 6, and 10 are representative of the whole
vesicle population, obtained from three different preparations for each
explored lipid mixture (50–70 GUVs selected randomly are explored per
sample).
LAURDAN GP images. The LAURDAN GP denotes the position of the
probe’s emission spectra (34). The fluorescence emission properties of
LAURDAN are sensitive to the water dipolar relaxation process that occurs
in the probe’s local environment (the lipid bilayer in this case). The energy
of the emitting singlet state decreases when the extent of dipolar relaxation
process is high. Because the extent of water dipolar relaxation observed in
the solid ordered phase is very low compared to what is observed in the fluid
disordered phase (the extent of water dipolar relaxation process increases)
a prominent red shift in the fluorescence emission of the probe is observed
when a solid ordered/fluid disordered phase transition occurs (from blue to
green; almost 50 nm shift) (34). The GP function was defined analogously to
the fluorescence polarization function as:
GP ¼ IB  IR
IB þ IR; (1)
where IB and IR correspond to the intensities at the blue and red edges of the
emission spectrum (440–490 nm) using a given excitation wavelength
(34–36). Because this function is related to the position of the emission
spectra the observed GP values can be directly related with the lateral packing
existing in lipid bilayers. High LAURDAN GP values (0.5–0.6) correspond to
laterally ordered phases (solid ordered-like) whereas low LAURDAN GP
values (<0.2) correspond to fluid disordered-like phases (34).
LAURDAN GP images allow us to spatially correlate the GP function in
a given membrane (37). The two photon excitation LAURDAN GP images
were obtained using a Zeiss -LSM 510 META NLO microscope (Carl Zeiss,
Germany). The LAURDAN GP images were computed using fluorescence
intensity images obtained simultaneously in the blue and red regions of
the probe emission spectra (bandpass filters 4285 37 nm and 5155 15 nm,
respectively in our case), using 780 nm as excitation wavelength. To avoid
the photoselection effect in the measured GP at the GUVs equatorial plane
(34) the excitation light was circularly polarized in the x-y plane using
a quarter wave plate. The computation of the GP images was carried out
using the SimFCS package of Globals for Images software developed at
the Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics (University of Irvine, Califor-
nia). The GP images were calibrated with a correcting factor G obtained
by from a LAURDAN GP standard (LAURDAN solution in DMSO,
GP ¼ 0.006).
LAURDAN photoselection effect. The lack of fluorescence in the solid
ordered phase domains due to the well described photoselection effect
(37), is generally observed in the LAURDAN fluorescence images obtained
at the polar region of the GUVs. This phenomenon is used as a qualitative
Biophysical Journal 97(1) 142–154criterion, to complement the information obtained from the shift in LAUR-
DAN emission spectrum (37). Particularly, the photoselection effect is related
to the probe orientation in the lipid membrane and is used in our experiments
to gain further information about the lateral packing features of particular
regions of the lipid membrane.
DCS experiments
Calorimetric scans were carried out on a Microcal VP-DSC (Northampton,
MA). To protect the sensitive cells of the VP-DSC at temperatures<0C one
has to prevent freezing of the cell content. Therefore, the cells were filled
with an ethylene glycol/H2O 40:60 v/v mixture with a freezing point of
~23C. The sample solutions were filled into a closed steel capillary that
was inserted into the sample cell of the VP-DSC. Freezing inside the capil-
lary would not damage the sample cell. However, due to the small sample
size one typically does not observe freezing of the sample solution. The
capillary of the VP-DSC and also the sample cell of the N-DSCII were filled
with a solution of multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) of the desire lipid mixture
(10 mM lipid concentration). To prepare the MLVs solutions, the proper
amount of lipid from the stock solution in organic solvent was evaporated
in a glass tube and kept under vacuum for several hours. The lipids were
then hydrated with preheated, bi-distilled water (90C) for ~30 min and
then stirred for ~30 min. After this procedure the lipid solutions were ready
to use. Calorimetric scans were carried out at scan rates of 15/h assuring
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.
FTIR experiments
The FTIR experiments were carried out using deuterated POPC (d31-POPC)
instead of POPC. The carbon-deuterium stretching vibrations in the FTIR
spectrum are shifted toward lower wavenumbers in respect to the carbon-
hydrogen vibrations, due to the bigger mass of deuterium. This shift allows
separating the melting of the deuterated chains from the melting of the un-
deuterated chains. In other words, the POPC melting can be monitored inde-
pendently from the pb-cerebrosides melting, something that it is not possible
to achieve using DSC. However, it has to be mentioned that only one chain
of the POPC is deuterated. The last fact produces some signal from the
POPC undeuterated lipid chains in the pb-cerebrosides fraction. However,
still the chain melting events of cerebroside rich regions can be obtained
accurately, even at low cerebroside molar fraction. Scans were carried out
in a custom-built sample chamber with a water bath-driven temperature
control device mounted in a Vertex70 FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Optics,
Bremen, Germany) equipped with a mercury/cadmium/telluride detector. The
sample solutions consisted of MLVs vesicles (final lipid concentration ¼
50 mg/mL). To produce these solutions, proper amounts of POPC and pb-
cerebrosides (with or without cholesterol) where mixed from the stock solu-
tions and evaporated under a stream of nitrogen. These dry lipid mixtures
were kept under vacuum over night. The lipid samples were hydrated in
bi-distilled water at temperatures above the phase transition of the high
temperature melting lipid component and stirred gently for 30 min. After
the last procedure five freeze-thaw cycles were applied to the lipid samples.
Once the liposome solutions were ready for the experiments, 10 mL of lipid
solution were added between two CaF2 windows and the chamber was
sealed properly. The spectrometer was flushed with nitrogen starting
30 min before the measurements and during the measurements, to minimize
water vapor noise on the spectrum. The scans were carried out at a rate of
40/h (30 scans were averaged for each temperature point) assuring thermo-
dynamic equilibrium during the experiments. The temperature in the sample
was determined using a reference scan, in which a thermocouple was in-
serted between the two CaF2 glasses of the sample compartment. The ob-
tained spectra were evaluated with a difference spectra method in the
following way: a spectrum at temperatures below the phase coexistence
regime (7 to 6C) was chosen as a reference and the area of the CH2
or CD2 stretch vibrational peaks (obtained at 2850 cm
1 and 2100 cm1,
respectively) normalized to 1 cm1. The reference spectrum was then sub-
tracted from the spectra obtained at the different temperatures. The total inte-
grated area of the difference spectrum is zero with equal positive and
Porcine Cerebrosides-Rich Phases in Lipid Bilayers 145FIGURE 1 Representative two photon excitation fluorescence images showing the lateral pattern of GUVs composed of POPC with different amounts of
pb-cerebrosides at 20C. (Top row) LAURDAN fluorescence intensity images (false color representation) obtained with the two emission channel configu-
ration (see Materials and Methods). Green color corresponds to liquid disordered phase domains, red color corresponds to solid ordered phase domains. Notice
the strong photoselection effect in the solid ordered phase. (Bottom row) Computed LAURDAN GP images. The red areas correspond to high (solid ordered)
GP values. Scale bar ¼ 20 mM.negative contributions. The corresponding positive area contributions under
the peaks were used as a measure of the spectral changes (38). A plot of the
change in peak area versus temperature and its derivation can then be used to




Two photon excitation microscopy images of LAURDAN-
labeled GUVs composed of different POPC/pb-cerebrosides
ratios were taken at 20C. The results are displayed in Fig. 1.
The fluorescence images show phase separation phenom-
enon characterized by the presence of elongate shaped
domains, occurring in a composition range from 0.1 to 0.9
molar fractions of cerebroside. The area fraction of these
domains increases by increasing the pb-cerebroside molar
fraction. Below a pb-cerebroside molar fraction of 0.1 the
distribution of the probes in the GUVs is homogeneous.
The observed domains span the lipid bilayer in all cases as
was reported previously for other lipid mixtures (39,40).
To characterize the nature of the lipid phase coexistence
scenario observed in GUVs, LAURDAN GP images were
acquired from the GUV fluorescence images. The different
membrane regions observed in the GUVs (Fig. 1) show
high and low GP values (~0.6 and ~0.3, respectively;
Fig. 2). This is in agreement with GP values observed previ-
ously in lipid mixtures that display fluid disordered/solid
ordered phase coexistence (39–41). Taking into account
the last observation and the high difference in the main phase
transition temperature for these two pure lipids (porcine
cerebroside and POPC; 64C vs. 2.6C, respectively) we
conclude that: i), the high GP areas correspond to pb-cere-
brosides enriched solid ordered domains; and ii), the low
GP areas correspond to POPC enriched liquid disordered
lipid domains. This last conclusion is also supported by thefact that these two regions display a different extent of photo-
selection effect. The photoselection effect is particularly
strong in the high GP (solid ordered) regions (Fig. 1) in
agreement with previous results showing solid ordered/
liquid disordered phase coexistence scenarios (37). Addi-
tionally, the GP values observed in cerebroside rich solid
ordered phase at 20C show that the extent of water dipolar
relaxation process is very low (GP values between 0.5–0.6)
and independent of the molar fraction of the mixture compo-
nents (Fig. 2). On the other hand, the low GP values
observed in the POPC rich fluid domains (~0.3) increases
at a pb-cerebrosides molar fraction >0.7 (from 0.3 to 0.17;
Fig. 2).
Additionally, it was not possible to generate GUVs
composed of pure pb-cerebrosides. The last finding may be
due to the fact that high temperatures >70C are required
during GUV preparation to have pb-cerebrosides membranes
in the liquid disordered phase (this is an important require-
ment for GUV preparation). These conditions are not easy
FIGURE 2 LAURDAN GP mean values of solid ordered and fluid disor-
dered domains at different pb-cerebroside mol % in POPC/pb-pb-cerebro-
sides mixtures. The LAURDAN GP values are averages obtained from
the individual domains (5 measurements per GUV) in 10–15 different
GUVs.Biophysical Journal 97(1) 142–154
146 Fidorra et al.FIGURE 3 (A) Comparison of DiIC18 and LAURDAN
fluorescence intensity from the same vesicle composed of
POPC/pb-cerebrosides 3:2 mol. Left image showing
DiIC18 fluorescence (green), right image showing LAUR-
DAN distinct fluorescence in the fluid disordered and solid
ordered domains (green and red respectively). (B) Compar-
ison of DiIC18/Alexa 488 cholera toxin and LAURDAN
fluorescence intensity in vesicles composed of POPC/
pb-cerebrosides 3:2 mol, Left image showing DiIC18 fluo-
rescence (green) and Alexa 488 cholera toxin (red), right
image showing LAURDAN distinct fluorescence in the
fluid disordered and solid ordered domains (green and
red, respectively). Scale bar ¼ 20 mM.to achieve in our electroformation chamber due to the
massive water evaporation of water during preparation
(and are particularly critical at high cerebroside molar frac-
tions, i.e., 0.8–0.9; see Discussion). An additional explana-
tion is that this compositionally complex pb-cerebrosides
mixture alone may also form nonbilayer structures that can
destabilize the GUV during preparation (26,28).
Experiments using DiI-C18 labeled GUVs are shown in
Fig. 3. In this case, the fluorescent probe shows a preferential
partition into one of the lipid phases. By comparing the
DiIC18-labeled GUVs images with those obtained using
LAURDAN it becomes clear that DiIC18 probe preferentially
partitions into the liquid disordered phase (Fig. 3 A). More-
over, experiments using GUVS labeled with the NBD-PC
fluorescent probe show a preferential partition of this probe
to liquid disordered phases in agreement with that reported
previously for similar mixtures (see Fig. 10 A) (31). Addi-
tional experiments were done by incorporation of 1 mol %
of GM1 in the POPC/cerebroside mixture using fluorescent
labeled cholera toxin as a marker (Fig. 3 B). GM1 also
belongs to the sphingolipid family (i.e., it is a ganglioside)
and it is very likely that the sphingolipid moiety will partition
to cerebroside rich areas in our model membrane system.
Indeed, our experimental results show that the fluorescent
labeled cholera toxin binds to the solid ordered like (cerebro-
side enriched) areas. This finding indicates that the GM1/
cholera toxin labeling approach can be used as a marker
for cerebroside enriched solid ordered phases in the POPC/
Biophysical Journal 97(1) 142–154cerebroside mixture (notice that no fluorescence signal
from the fluorescently labeled cholera toxin is observed in
the liquid disordered regions), whereas DiIC18 can be used
to label POPC-enriched liquid disordered phase areas. This
result shows an alternative labeling option using epifluores-
cence or confocal microscopy experiments when two-photon
excitation microscopy is not available.
DSC experiments
DSC scans on MLVs composed of POPC/pb-cerebrosides
mixtures at different lipid component mixing ratio are shown
in Fig. 4. The samples composed of pure POPC show
a transition maximum at 2.6C, whereas those composed
of pb-cerebrosides only display a main phase transition at
64C. The DSC scan of MLVs containing only pb-cerebro-
sides displays two peaks (Fig. 4). The last may reflect the
particular compositional complexity of the cerebroside
mixture (see Materials and Methods). When the POPC/cere-
broside mixtures are explored, two different peaks can be
distinguished in the thermograms. The position and width
of these two peaks show a clear dependence on the molar
fraction of the components. For instance, at a molar fraction
of pb-cerebrosides ranging from 0 to 0.5, the low tempera-
ture peak shows no shift in temperature, which is a typical
scenario for a low miscibility of the two lipid components
in the solid ordered phase. The upper temperature limit of
the heat capacity profiles increases with increasing pb-cere-
broside content, indicating a much better miscibility in the
Porcine Cerebrosides-Rich Phases in Lipid Bilayers 147liquid disordered phase. From our data it is clear that the frac-
tion of POPC lipids in the fluid state is always higher than the
fraction of cerebroside lipids. This means that the fraction of
POPC in the liquid disordered domains is always higher than
in the solid ordered domains. For pb-cerebrosides one sees
the opposite. Solid ordered domains are always richer in
pb-cerebrosides than liquid disordered domains. This is
also confirmed by the FTIR measurements (see below).
These results are similar to those reported using the same
experimental technique from Curatolo (7) where cerebroside
from bovine sources were mixed with POPC. Our DSC
results are in agreement with those obtained in GUVs, except
at high molar fractions of cerebrosides (i.e., 0.8 and 0.9). For
FIGURE 4 DSC thermograms of multilamellar vesicles composed of
POPC/pb-cerebroside mixtures at different pb-cerebroside molar ratios.these molar fractions, the DSC experiments suggest at 20C
existence of a solid ordered phase. However, the observed
GUVs population consistently shows coexistence of two
regions with different lipid packing.
FTIR experiments
FTIR experiments were carried out to explore the tempera-
ture behavior of POPC/pb-cerebrosides mixtures. As a repre-
sentative data the melting curve of d31-POPC/cerebroside
4:1 mol is shown in Fig. 5. The deuterated POPC profile
shows a strong increase of the wavenumber at ~5C, cor-
responding to the larger fraction of POPC in the regions
that melt at low temperatures (Fig. 5, left panel). The melting
of the pb-cerebrosides takes place over a larger temperature
interval (Fig. 5, right panel). The derivative curves indicate
the change of the fraction of fluid lipid of the components.
These curves can be considered as melting profiles of the
individual components (Fig. 6, lower panels). It can be
seen that the pb-cerebrosides mostly melt at higher tempera-
ture. The investigation of the derivative of the wavenumber
change for the undeuterated component of the mixture shows
a broad peak with a maximum at 30C. This temperature is
in agreement with the upper peak observed in the DSC
experiments at the same molar fraction (Fig. 4). Additionally
the contribution of the nondeuterated chain of POPC can
be followed showing a prominent peak at 3C, where the
transition of this lipid occurs (Fig. 5).
POPC/pb-cerebrosides/cholesterol mixture
Fluorescence microscopy experiments
Fig. 6 shows two photon excitation fluorescence intensity and
GP images of LAURDAN-labeled GUVs composed of
POPC/pb-cerebrosides 4:1 containing different proportions
of cholesterol. These images were obtained at 20C. From
these experiments it is obvious that a phase separation pattern
is observable up to 30 mol % of cholesterol in the membrane.
The lipid domains below 30 mol % have an elongated shapeFIGURE 5 Thermal behavior of MLVs composed of
dPOPC-d31/pb-cerebrosides 4:1 mol. The values were
obtained from area changes of the FTIR spectrum peak at
2920 cm1 (undeuterated lipid chains) and at 2195 cm1
(deuterated lipid chains). The figure also shows their corre-
sponding derivatives.
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148 Fidorra et al.FIGURE 6 Two photon microscopy pictures of POPC/pb-cerebrosides (4:1 mol ratio) GUVs containing different amounts of cholesterol. Top row:
LAURDAN fluorescence intensity images (false color representation) obtained with the two emission channel configuration (see Materials and Methods).
Green and red color corresponds to disordered and ordered lipid phases. Bottom row: Computed LAURDAN GP images. Scale bar ¼ 20 mM.resembling the shapes observed in the POPC/cerebroside
binary mixture. However, at 30 mol % formation of round
domains becomes the dominant scenario (although still
some vesicles displaying elongated lipid domains for the
same mixture molar ratio). The domains observed in the
GUVs span the lipid bilayer (are symmetric) in agreement
with previous data (31). With further addition of cholesterol
(up to 40 mol %) the presence of micrometer size domains
vanishes, rendering a homogeneous distribution of the probe
in the membrane (as can be seen in the microscope, where the
resolution limit is ~300 nm in the radial direction). Fig. 7
shows the evolution of the GP values in the two observed
membrane regions as cholesterol molar fraction is increased
in the lipid mixture. The LAURDAN GP values for the cere-
broside enriched phase display a constant high GP value of
~0.6 up to a 25 mol % of cholesterol, showing a very low
amount of water dipolar relaxation process in the membrane
region where the probe is located (just below the polar head-
group of the lipids (34)). This corresponds very well with the
presence of a single solid ordered phase. The GP value of these
rigid domains drops at 30 mol % of cholesterol, reaching an
even lower value when cholesterol is rising to 40 mol %. In
this cholesterol regime (30–40 mol %) the decrease of the
FIGURE 7 LAURDAN GP means values of the coexisting domains in
POPC/pb-cerebrosides 4:1 mol mixture containing different amounts of
cholesterol. The GP values are averages obtained from 10 to 15 GUVs
per lipid mixing ratio.
Biophysical Journal 97(1) 142–154GP values up to 0.2 shows a gradual increase of the extent
of water dipolar relaxation processes in the cerebroside
enriched domains. This observation suggests that a gradual
change from a solid ordered phase to a liquid ordered-like
phase may occur in these lipid membrane regions as choles-
terol concentration augments from 25 to 40 mol % of choles-
terol. On the other hand, the LAURDAN GP values for the
liquid disordered phase increase in a quasi linear manner
(particularly above 5 mol % of cholesterol) from 0.3 to
~0.2. The last indicates a strong decrease in the extent of the
water relaxation processes present in the membrane as the
cholesterol percentage increase in the mixture. The last
scenario can be interpreted as a gradual formation of a liquid
ordered phase from the POPC enriched liquid disordered
phase.
An interesting feature of this mixture is that observed
between 30 and 40 mol % of cholesterol. In this case two
different micrometer-sized regions with distinguishable GP
values (~0.15 and 0.4) coexist in the membrane. Based on
the obtained GP values, we conclude that these two areas
represent liquid ordered-like phases with different extent of
water dipolar relaxation process. Interestingly, at 40 mol %
the presence of these micrometer-sized domains is abolished
in the membrane (the probe distribution in the membrane is
even) and a single LAURDAN GP value of ~0.2 is me-
asured. The last scenario correlates with presence of a single
liquid ordered-like phase (considering our resolution limit,
i.e., 300 nm radial in our microscope).
DCS experiments
The impact of cholesterol on a POPC/pb-cerebrosides 4:1 mol
mixture has also been investigated by DSC and the results are
shown in Fig. 8. When the amount of cholesterol is increased
different effects on both peaks were observed in the lipid
mixture. The cholesterol effect on the low temperature peak
is the more dramatic showing a broadening in the peak width
and a shift to higher temperatures. The broadening of the low
temperature peak and the temperature shift (~8C) are signa-
tures of the presence of cholesterol and further generation of
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(Fig. 8). This data is in agreement with the LAURDAN GP
measurements carried out on GUVs (Fig. 7). On the other
hand, addition of cholesterol up to 30 mol % slightly shifts
the melting peak (~2.5C) that correspond to the transition
of a cerebroside enriched phase to lower temperatures, with
no evident changes in the broadening of the transition peaks.
Above 30 mol % cholesterol it is very difficult to trace the
endotherm because the thermogram is almost overlapping
the baseline (not shown). The behavior of the peak located
FIGURE 8 DSC thermograms of multilamellar vesicles composed of
POPC/pb-cerebroside 4:1 mol mixture containing different cholesterol
concentrations. The two uppermost traces were multiplied by a factor of
five for enhancement and clarity.
FIGURE 9 Thermal behavior of MLVs composed of dPOPC-d31/pb-cer-
ebrosides 4:1 containing 26% cholesterol. The values were obtained from
area changes of the FTIR spectrum peak at 2920 cm1 (undeuterated lipid
chains) and at 2195 cm1 (deuterated lipid chains). The figure also shows
their corresponding derivatives.at higher temperatures suggests a strong destabilization of
the solid ordered-like cerebroside enriched regions at high
cholesterol concentrations (above 30 mol %). This can be
interpreted as the formation of a single liquid ordered phase
in agreement with the LAURDAN GP experiments.
FTIR experiments
Results of the FTIR temperature scans on POPC/pb-cerebro-
sides 8:2 mol lipid mixture containing 26% cholesterol are
shown in Fig. 9. The derivation of the change in wavenum-
ber for the deuterated component shows a broad peak with
a maximum at 4C in agreement with that observed for
POPC enriched regions in the DSC experiments. On the
other hand, the derivation of the FTIR data for the undeuter-
ated component shows a rather broad distribution with
a peak observed at ~20C. The FTIR data shows that choles-
terol affects both peaks in the lipid mixture melting profile.
This is in agreement with the observations obtained both
with DSC and fluorescence microscopy experiments.
DISCUSSION
POPC/pb-cerebrosides mixture
Based on the experimental results reported in this study
(visual information obtained on the level of single vesicles
and bulk-mean parameters obtained from solutions of lipo-
somes) we can conclude that the POPC/pb-cerebroside
mixture displays solid ordered/liquid disordered phase sepa-
ration over a broad range of temperatures and compositions.
This observation is similar to that reported Curatolo (7),
where cerebrosides from bovine source were mixed with
POPC. Our results add information about domain morpho-
logical features for this lipid mixture at different molar frac-
tion unavailable previously; information that it is relevant for
comparison with previous results obtained from our labora-
tory for ceramide-containing similar mixtures (32) using
a related experimental approach (see below).
In the following, we discuss some details about the lateral
structural features of the different temperature and composi-
tion regimes observed for the POPC/pb-cerebroside mixture.
This discussion also emphasizes some practical findings ob-
tained by comparing results obtained among the different
experimental techniques.
The low temperature regime
The POPC/cerebroside mixture shows solid ordered phase
immiscibility up to high proportions of cerebroside at low
temperatures, as observed in the experiments using DSC
and FTIR techniques (Figs. 4 and 6). The last conclusion
suggests that the POPC solid ordered phase does not contain
significant amounts of pb-cerebrosides and nearly melts as
pure POPC. This last phenomenon was also reported in other
lipid mixtures that display high differences between the indi-
vidual lipid melting points (42,43). Unfortunately, and forBiophysical Journal 97(1) 142–154
150 Fidorra et al.FIGURE 10 NBD-PC fluorescence
intensity images of GUVs composed
POPC/pb-cerebrosides 4:1 mol contain-
ing (A) 0 mol %, (B) 15 mol %, (C)
20 mol %, (D) 25 mol %, (E) 30 mol %,
and (F) 40 mol % cholesterol. Scale
bar ¼ 20 mM.technical reasons, it was not possible to visually explore this
low temperature regime using GUVs/fluorescence micros-
copy (this regime exists below 0C and GUVs experiments
below this temperatures are not possible to carry out) as
was done previously for DPPC/DPPE and DSPC/DMPC
mixtures (39,40).
Room temperature regime
As we mentioned above, independent of the difference
source of cerebrosides (porcine in our case), the phase coex-
istence regime observed in our experiments is in line with
that reported by Curatolo (7) for POPC/bovine brain cerebro-
side mixtures. For this mixture, Curatolo proposed nonideal
behavior in the liquid disordered phase that might lead to
cerebroside clustering (7). With the aim to explore if this
phenomenon can be observed in our POPC/pb-cerebroside
mixture at room temperature (below a pb-cerebroside molar
fraction of 0.1), we exploited the particular spatial/temporal
resolution of our fluorescence microscope. Fluorescence
microscopy has an intrinsic resolution limit above 300 nm
(in the image plane) with a temporal resolution of the order
of 10 s (that is the rate of image acquisition in our particular
case). By exploring the images obtained in this particular
regime we observed a homogeneous fluorescent distribution
(also GP) in the GUVs (data not shown). The last suggest
that the proposed cerebroside clustering (7) is transient and
non detectable by the microscopy technique used here. In
this respect, it is interesting to point out that this phenom-
enon was not observed in planar membranes composed of
other cerebroside containing binary lipid mixtures using
AFM (30). The last technique has a higher (subnanometer)
resolution but a low temporal resolution (min) compared to
fluorescence microscopy. Based on these observations we
Biophysical Journal 97(1) 142–154considered that measurements of probe diffusion coefficient
using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy may be the best
way to explore this phenomenon using microscopy based
techniques. Preliminary experiments in this direction are
currently taking place in our laboratory.
In general, the correlation among the results obtained from
the different techniques used in this study is very good.
However, we notice some discrepancies between the results
obtained from GUVs experiments and DSC at high pb-cere-
broside molar fractions (0.8 and 0.9). For example, it is
somewhat surprising to still observe liquid disordered-like
domains at 20C in representative GUV populations at these
high pb-cerebroside molar fractions (Fig. 1) because the
information obtained by DSC and FTIR suggest the presence
of a single solid ordered phase at this temperature and lipid
compositions. We speculate that this observation can be
related to the difficulties in preparing GUVs at the higher
molar fractions of pb-cerebroside, already mentioned in the
result section (e.g., pure cerebroside mixtures do not form
GUVs). In our custom built electroformation chamber the
higher temperature we can reach, without massive water
evaporation during GUV preparation, is 70C. This temper-
ature overlaps the end of the transition temperature regime
observed by DSC for these high molar fractions-cerebroside
containing mixtures. It is well known that to prepare GUVs
(or other liposome preparations) the temperature must be
well above the (higher) main phase transition of the lipid
mixture of interest. In our experiments for the higher cere-
broside molar fractions (0.8 and 0.9), this condition is not
well satisfied, and presence of metastable phases in the
membrane can not be completely discarded. The thermo-
tropic properties of many cerebrosides have previously
been shown to be polymorphic and largely dependent on
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experimental situation for preparation of compositionally
related MLVs (used by the DSC and FTIR experiments) is
very different to that used in GUVs because the temperature
used for preparation (90C) is indeed well above the higher
transition temperatures observed by DSC. Additionally,
mechanical forces (stirring) were applied during the hydration
of the MLV samples. These conditions assure proper lipid
equilibration in the MLVs final preparation. Finally, it is also
important to mention that we are confident that the temperature
used for electroformation of GUVs containing lower molar
fractions of cerebroside (below 0.8–0.9) preclude formation
of metastable phases in the GUVs. The last fact is strongly sup-
ported by the good agreement among the results obtained by
the different experimental techniques used in this study.
The detailed visual information obtained from the GUV
experiments help to establish a comparison with previous
data obtained in similar systems. In our particular case we
notice that the observed solid ordered domains span the lipid
bilayer, independent of the cerebroside molar fractions in the
mixture as was reported for GUVs containing other lipid
mixtures (39,40). This information is in line with the results
presented by Lin et al. (31), where presence of symmetric
domains were observed for GUVs composed of POPC/
bovine cerebrosides 65:35 mol %. These authors report
that the solid ordered domains in GUVs were symmetric
and different to the domain asymmetric nature they observed
in planar supported membranes for the same mixture (31).
Because our results show consistently solid ordered domain
symmetry in GUVs composed of different POPC/cerebro-
side mixtures, we can discard any dependence of this
phenomenon with the amount of cerebroside present in the
membrane. The last suggest that the solid ordered domain
asymmetric nature observed in the supported membranes
may be associated to the particular characteristic of the
model membrane and/or the preparation procedure.
Comparison with porcine brain ceramide/POPC
mixtures
By comparing the POPC/pb-cerebroside data with that
reported from our laboratory for POPC/Porcine brain ceram-
ide mixtures (32), it is very obvious the impact that the
galactosyl moiety exerts (our pb-cerebroside mixture is
galactosyl-ceramide) on the physical properties of the sphin-
golipid-containing membranes. For example, in mixtures of
POPC/porcine brain ceramide it is not possible to incorpo-
rate more than 25 mol % of porcine brain ceramide in the
membrane (32), whereas pb-cerebroside can incorporate up
to 90 mol % with POPC. These observations are well in
line with the changes imposed in the lipid molecular struc-
ture (reflected in the critical packing parameter of the
different lipids) by incorporating a galactosyl group in the
ceramide moiety. On the other hand, it is important to notice
some similarities in the sphingolipid-rich solid ordered phasedomain shapes between these two different mixtures. The
last may indicate maintenance of some of the supramolecular
features of the sphingolipid rich solid ordered domains,
perhaps those related to the formation of intermolecular
hydrogen bonds (46), even though the nature of the sphingo-
lipid polar headgroup changes.
POPC/pb-cerebrosides/cholesterol mixtures
At a first glance, the effect of cholesterol on the lateral struc-
ture of the cerebroside containing mixtures can be placed in
between those observed from porcine brain ceramide and
sphingomyelin containing mixtures. For example, the partic-
ular lipid domain shape patterns observed in the formation of
the liquid ordered/liquid disordered phase coexistence in
mixtures of phospholipids, sphingomyelin and cholesterol
(47,48) are not observed in the pb-cerebroside containing
mixtures up to high concentrations of cholesterol. Addition-
ally, some of the features (domain shape, nature of the phase
coexistence regions) observed for POPC/porcine brain
ceramide/cholesterol mixture can be found in the corre-
sponding pb-cerebroside containing mixture, even though
substantial differences can also be observed between these
two mixtures. For example, POPC/porcine brain ceramides
GUVs display solid ordered and liquid ordered phase coex-
istence when 10–20 mol % cholesterol are present in the
membranes (32), similar to that observed for POPC/pb-cere-
brosides containing similar cholesterol molar fractions. On
the other hand, the particular three membrane region pattern
with high GP values, reported for the POPC/porcine brain
ceramide mixture containing >20 mol % cholesterol (32),
was absent in the pb-cerebroside containing lipid mixture
at similar cholesterol content. Instead, the POPC/pb-cerebro-
side mixtures show coexistence of two different micrometer
sized liquid ordered-like phases when the cholesterol
concentration is between 30–40 mol % (Figs. 6 and 7).
This last situation is not unexpected for a multicomponent
lipid mixture (pb-cerebroside is a mixture of lipids, see mate-
rial section), but was not reported before for cerebroside con-
taining lipid mixtures. Importantly, this particular phase
scenario remains up to 40 mol % cholesterol, where a single
liquid ordered phase is detected (Figs. 6 and 7). We interpret
this phenomenon as liquid-liquid immiscibility with a mixing
gap that closes on temperature increases. The last explain our
experimental observations for the 30–40 mol % cholesterol
concentration range, i.e., why, on a further increase of
cholesterol concentration, the membrane scenario change
from a regime characterized by the coexistence of two
distinct liquid ordered-like phases to a regime characterized
by the presence of a single liquid ordered-like phase. Liquid-
liquid immiscibility (or heterogeneity) has been described
previously in membranes, e.g., ternary mixtures of sphingo-
myelin, POPC, and cholesterol (49), in 1,2-di-(13Z-docose-
noyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DEPC)-1,2-dipalmi-
toyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DPPE) mixturesBiophysical Journal 97(1) 142–154
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DMPC (51). Lee (50) showed how the miscibility gap in
the DEPC-DPPE system closes with increasing temperature
until it reaches a critical point. This last system most likely
describes an immiscibility of two liquid disordered phases,
whereas the other two systems more likely display liquid
ordered-liquid disordered immiscibility. Close to the critical
point the distinction between these different kinds of two-
phase regions (liquid disordered-liquid disordered and liquid
disordered-liquid ordered) continuously vanishes.
The difference in the lateral patterns observed for POPC/
porcine brain ceramides/cholesterol and POPC/pb-cerebro-
sides/cholesterol GUVs may originate from their different
headgroup moiety, as the hydrophobic part of these lipid mole-
cules is the same. Several publications report that ceramides
displace cholesterol from ordered bilayers (52,53). Ali et al
(52) stated that ceramides have a higher affinity to ordered
bilayers than cholesterol and that both molecules have very
small polar headgroups compared to their nonpolar moieties.
To prevent the exposure of the hydrophobic bodies to the
surrounding water, ceramides, and cholesterol tend to shield
their small headgroups below the headgroups of the neigh-
boring lipids, a phenomenon that may be explained by the
umbrella model (54). However, this effect is expected to be
weak in the case of cerebrosides because the characteristics
of the polar headgroup. On the other hand, these sphingolipids
(cerebrosides and ceramides) have the capability to establish
intermolecular hydrogen bonding (46), a phenomenon that
locally strengthens the supramolecular interactions in a sphin-
golipid rich lipid domain. Combination of these two effects in
different extents might explain the formation and persistence
of the solid ordered/liquid ordered phase coexistence scenario
observed for POPC/porcine brain ceramide/chol (up to 20 mol
% cholesterol) (32) and POPC/pb-cerebroside mixture (up to
25 mol % of cholesterol). This situation seems to differ to that
reported for sphingomyelin (that contains phosphatidylcho-
line in the polar headgroup) containing related mixtures,
where coexistence of liquid ordered/liquid disordered phases
(absent in our mixtures) is observed at low concentrations of
cholesterol (55).
The additional observation of two different liquid ordered-
like phases between 30–40 mol % of cholesterol in POPC/
pb-cerebrosides mixtures is remarkable, and can be expected
to occur in a multicomponent mixture containing cholesterol.
The formation of this phase coexistence scenario from a solid
ordered/liquid ordered pattern can be interpreted as the
gradual weakening of the intermolecular interactions among
pb-cerebrosides molecules in the solid ordered phase caused
by cholesterol. For this effect to take place, a relative high
concentration of cholesterol in the mixture is necessary
(~30 mol %). Further increase in the cholesterol concentra-
tion (~40 mol %) generate a homogeneous probe distribution
suggesting the presence of a single liquid ordered phase.
The impact of PC phospholipid alkyl chain saturation on
the lateral domain pattern of lipids in mixtures containing
Biophysical Journal 97(1) 142–154phospholipids, cerebroside, and cholesterol has been investi-
gated recently by Lin et al. (31). These authors reported for
the POPC/cerebroside/cholesterol mixture a transition from
L-L to L, occurring at 17.5 mol % of cholesterol when the
cerebroside/POPC ratio reaches ~4:1 mol (notice that the
authors did not discussed the detailed nature of the coexist-
ing phases for the mixtures containing cholesterol, i.e.,
ordered or disordered) (31). This last observation disagrees
with the results obtained in our experiments for equivalent
lipid mixtures, where a similar phase transition (two distinct
liquid phases to one) is observed at 40 mol % of cholesterol.
Because the conclusions of Lin et al. (31) relay the determi-
nation of such phase transition on the partition of NBD-PC
probe (AFM experiments can not be carried out because
the membrane became too soft), we decided to carry out
the same type of experiments (using NBD-PC probe) in
GUVs composed of POPC/pb-cerebrosides with and without
cholesterol. Fig. 10 summarizes our observations. From this
control experiment it is evident that the NBD-PC fluorescent
probe resembles consistently the results obtained with
LAURDAN (compare Figs. 6 and 10). The last observation
suggests that a difference in the composition of the cerebro-
side lipids (POPC and cholesterol are from the same vendor
in our study and the study by Lin et al. (31)), rather than
changes in the partition properties of the NBD fluorescent
probe when the lipid composition change, may be the source
of the differences observed in our results and the results of Lin
et al. (31). The cerebroside lipids used by Lin et al. (31) are
obtained from bovine source and are provided from a different
vendor compared to our study. The GalCer lipids (from
Matreya, Pleasant Gap, PA) used in the Lin et al. (31) study
is a mixture of nonhydroxylated and hydroxylated GalCer
(75% saturated and 25% singly unsaturated) with tail lengths
varying from 18 to 27 carbons. On the other hand, the pb-cere-
broside used in our study (from Avanti Polar Lipids) is
a complex mixture of galactosyl cerebrosides with different
saturated (49%; 24:0 and 22:0 the most abundant saturated
chain species) and unsaturated (11%; mainly 24:1) chain
lengths. However, precise information about the chain
length/degree of unsaturation for the rest of the cerebroside
components (40%) used in this study is not reported by the
vendor company (Avanti Polar Lipids). This last fact
precludes an absolute comparison between the compositions
of these two sources of cerebrosides. Nevertheless it is evident
from the aforementioned information that the composition of
these two cerebroside lipid mixtures differs, explaining the
differences observed by Lin et al. (31) and our results.
CONCLUSIONS
Of particularly relevance is the capability of the presented
array of experimental techniques to ascertain the lateral
scenario of compositionally complex membranes. For
example, we showed that pb-cerebrosides/POPC mixtures
show a solid ordered/liquid disordered phase coexistence
Porcine Cerebrosides-Rich Phases in Lipid Bilayers 153region in a broad range of temperature and composition in
agreement with that observed in similar mixtures containing
bovine brain cerebrosides (7). Incorporation of cholesterol in
the POPC/pb-cerebroside mixture modifies the membrane
lateral structure promoting a rich and diverse phase coexisting
scenario as cholesterol concentration increases, being a rele-
vant feature the coexistence of two distinct liquid ordered
phases. Last but not least, comparison with similar ceramide-
containing lipid mixtures shows the strong impact of the sphin-
golipid polar moiety on the lateral organization of these
membranes. This may be important in relevant biological
membranes (e.g., myelin in this particular case) where specific
enzymes can originate spatially confined compositional
fluctuations among different sphingolipid species causing local
variations on the membrane lateral structure.
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